
Single piece orders in 
stock, shipped same 
day to your job site
ChemCast piston seals provide flawless 
sealing at temperatures over 300°F and 
pressures exceeding 50,000 psi. They 
eliminate hydraulic piston drift, cold flow, 
and metal-to-metal contact.

The ChemCast piston ring is made  
of reinforced thermoplastic material, 
molded into a sturdy, hard, non-porous, 
permanently lubricated seal. It is extremely 
adaptable to wide pressure and 
temperature ranges, and rugged enough 
to operate in cylinder bores with sub-
standard surfaces between 8 and 32aa.

The innovative joint seal (upper photo) 
allows pressure application from either side, 
making a single ring completely effective in 
single or double-acting cylinders.

Parker now makes it easy to use our 
premium piston seal set by stocking 
standard sizes in our Houston Services 
Center that can be purchased in quantities 
of 1 up to 25 pieces and shipped same 
day to your job site. Product Features

ChemCast® Piston Seal
On-Demand

Benefits
Contact Information:

Integrated Sealing Systems Division 

phone 713 856 7130 

fax 713 856 5603



ASSEMBLY PROCESS:
1. Inspect piston for sharp edges, gouges, and/or dirt which will be detrimental 

to performance.

2. Inspect the bore and its *lead in chamfer for nicks, gouges, and dirt that  
can damage the plastic piston ring. (*Lead in chamfer – Maximum angle  
of 15° with a minimum diameter of 0.125” larger than the maximum 

3. Apply a thin film of hydraulic fluid to the rubber expander, plastic piston 
ring, and bore ID to ease system assembly.

4. Using both hands, stretch rubber expander over piston and slide the ring  
in the piston groove. (If a tool is needed for assistance, refrain from using 
anything with sharp edges, gouges, or dirt)

5. Slide the plastic piston ring over piston and position in the piston groove. 
Making sure to expand diameter of the plastic piston ring only enough to slip 
over the piston. Excessive stretching can weaken the plastic piston ring.

6. Install the piston into bore so that the plastic piston ring step is 
approximately opposite the cylinder port. During assembly, it is important 
that the plastic piston ring remains located in piston groove. 

ChemCast Properties 

Property Value
ASTM  

Test Method

Properties shown are typical average or range values.

ENTRANCE CHAMFER
For proper assembly 
an adequate entrance 
chamfer is required. 
A maximum angle of 15° 
is recommended with a 
minimum mouth diameter 
of .125" larger than the 
maximum cylinder bore.    

15° MAX

Standard Sizes Available

Part  
Number

Size Groove Width Groove Diameter

inch mm inch mm inch mm

Additional sizes available by special order call for more information.

PLASTIC PISTON RING

BORE

BORE I.D.

PISTON GROOVE

LEAD IN CHAMFER

15° MAX

PISTON

RUBBER EXPANDER

PLASTIC PISTON
RING STEP


